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Classification of Yarn Faults and Possible Source of Origin
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high RF speed,
loose or spun in fly, 
foreign matter, 
type of spacers

high RF speed,  
loose or spun in fly, 
floating fibers and  
narrow cage length and 
tight cage settings

high RF speed,  
drafting faults,  
long fibers and narrow 
cage length and tight 
cage settings, loose fly

drafting faults, 
excessive fluff  
in spinning department

incorrect settings in draw frame,   
more piecing in draw frames

raw material,  
high RF speed,  
fly at traveler,  
spun in fly, neps,  
foreign matter

high RF speed,  
loose or spun in fly, 
piecing faults,  
unsuitable travellers

high RF speed,  
drafting faults,  
ring piecing,  
spun in fly

drafting faults,  
excessive fluff in  
spinning department, 
cage settings

low micronaire,  
immature fibers,  
bad carding, insufficient 
nep removal at combing, 
trash in yarn

high RF speed,  
loose or spun in fly,  
settings of spacers,  
piecing faults,  
damaged aprons

high RF speed,   
spacers settings, 
drafting faults, piecing 
faults, damaged aprons, 
excessive trash

speed frame gauge, 
ringspinn drafting faults, 
spacer, aprons,  
long piecing

low micronaire, 
immature fibers,  
bad carding, insufficient 
nep removal at combing, 
trash in yarn

raw material,  
fiber damage in process

excessive trash, 
drafting faults

raw material, 
drafting faults,  
floating fibers

worn out rings in RF, incorrect settings DF, very high 
hairiness, piecing in DF, incorrect settings and more 
sliver breaks in SF, improper maintenance of spin-
ning machines, insufficient house keeping, insuffi-
cient air conditioning, humidity control and return air

worn out rings in RF,  
incorrect settings in DF,  
high breakages in DF and SF, very high 
hairiness, improper maintenance of spin-
ning machines, insufficient air condition-
ing, humidity control and return air

RF  = Ring Frame 

DF  = Draw Frame
SF  = Speed Frame (Flyer)

stretch of roving at SF,  
eccentric bobbins at SF,  
draw frame settings and  
maintenance, high breakages 
at DF and SF, ring hanger jam

DF settings and maintenance,  
high breakages at DF and SF,  
ring hanger jam

sliver splitting at SF,  
creel stretch at RF, settings and  
maintenance of SF, RF

DF settings and maintenance,  
high breakages at DF and SF
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